ABSTRACT Quantum codes over finite rings have received a great deal of attention in recent years. Compared with quantum codes over finite fields, a notable advantage of quantum codes over finite rings is that they can adapt to quantum physical systems of arbitrary order. Moreover, operations are much easier to execute in finite rings than they are in fields. The modulo m residue class ring Z m is the most common finite ring. This paper investigates stabilizer codes over Z m and presents the Gilbert-Varshamov (GV) bound. The GV bound shows that surprisingly good quantum codes exist over Z m , which makes quantum coding feasible for arbitrary quantum physical system. We also provide an enhanced version of the GV bound for non-degenerate stabilizer codes over Z m . The enhanced GV bound has an asymptotical form and ensures the existence of asymptotically good stabilizer codes over Z m . Finally, these two bounds are well suited for computer searching.
I. INTRODUCTION

R
ELIABLE quantum information processing requires mechanisms for protecting quantum states from interactions with the environment. It was demonstrated in [1] that the effects of decoherence can be reduced by quantum error-correction coding. Gottesman [2] showed that quantum codes can be represented by stabilizers in an appropriate error group. A connection between classical coding and quantum coding was made in [3] and [4] , which converted the problems of discovering quantum codes to classical coding problems. An entire theory of quantum codes over finite fields was presented in [5] .
The Gilbert-Varshamov (GV) bound for stabilizer codes ensures the existence of good quantum codes. The GV bound for binary stabilizer codes was first proposed in [11] . One year later, Ashikhmin and Knill [12] generalized the binary quantum GV bound to the q-ary case. Feng and Ma [13] gave a tighter version of the GV bound for pure stabilizer codes over finite fields when n ≡ k(mod 2). In [14] , a GV bound for symplectic self-orthogonal codes was presented.
Most studies on quantum codes are based on finite fields. However, quantum codes over finite fields can only adapt to quantum physical systems with prime power orders. To overcome this obstacle, one method is to investigate quantum codes over finite rings. The theory of quantum codes over finite rings has received much attention in recent years. In [6] , the Calderbank-Shor-Steane (CSS) construction is extended to Frobenius rings, and quantum codes are extended to matrix product codes. A complete theory of quantum codes over Frobenius rings was demonstrated in [7] , which connected quantum coding and classical coding over Frobenius rings. Some new quantum codes have been found over finite chain rings; see [8] - [10] . The current studies are most interested in quantum codes over finite chain rings. Nevertheless, this type of quantum code is inflexible for a quantum physical system of arbitrary order.
For describing a quantum physical system of arbitrary order m, the ring Z m is a candidate algebraic structure because it is uncomplicated. However, an open problem is that whether there are good stabilizer codes over Z m or not. The existence of zero divisor in Z m makes this problem ambiguous. Therefore, this paper investigates stabilizer codes over Z m and presents the GV bound for them. This bound suggests that good stabilizer codes exist over Z m . In addition, an enhanced GV bound for non-degenerate stabilizer codes over Z m is found. Both bounds are suitable for computer searching.
This paper is organized as follows. In section II, we introduce the definition of a stabilizer code over Z m . In section III, we present the GV bound for stabilizer codes over Z m .
An enhanced version of the GV bound for non-degenerate stabilizer codes over Z m is given in section IV. In section V, we show that the enhanced GV bound has an asymptotic form. Furthermore, since Z m is equivalent to the prime field F m when m is a prime number, We also compare our method with the existing GV bounds for finite fields in this section. In section VI, we conclude the paper.
Notation: Assume that m > 1 denotes a positive integer and that the prime factorization of m is p 1 , · · · , r n ) denote the ideal generated by r 1 , · · · , r n . To avoid confusion, we suppose that vectors appearing hereafter are column vectors, and we use (a 1 , · · · , a n ) t to denote a column vector. Denote the symplectic group over Z m by Sp(2n, Z m ), i.e.,
where GL 2n (Z m ) is the group consisting of all invertible 2n × 2n matrices whose entries are in Z m .
II. QUANTUM STABILIZER CODES OVER Z m
To begin with, we provide a brief background on stabilizer codes over Z m . Since Z m is a special case of Frobenius rings, the definition of a stabilizer code over a Frobenius ring in [7] also works for stabilizer codes over Z m . For detailed proofs of the consequences described in this section, readers are referred to [7] .
Let B = {|x |x ∈ Z m } denote an orthonormal basis of C m with respect to the usual Hermitian inner product. The unitary operator is defined as
where a, b ∈ Z m and χ is a one-dimensional generating character of the additive abelian group (Z m , +). It was proved in [7, Lemma 2] that the operator set {X (a)Z (b)|a, b ∈ Z m } forms a nice error basis on C m .
Let a = (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ) t and b = (b 1 , b 2 , · · · , b n ) t be n-tuples in Z n m and define multiplication operators on n quantum systems with state space
The set {X (a)Z (b)|a, b ∈ Z n m } is shown to be a nice basis on C m n ; see [7, Corollary 3] . Then, the group G n = {ω c X (a)Z (b)|c ∈ Z m , a, b ∈ Z n m } is the error group of stabilizer codes, where ω is a primitive m-th root of unity. In that case, a quantum code is defined to be the joint eigenvalue-1 eigenspace of a subgroup S of G n . In other words, the stabilizer code Fix(S) associated with S is given by
Furthermore, subgroup S can be mapped to an additive code C ⊆ Z 2n m , i.e.,
which makes a connection between stabilizer codes and additive codes over Z m . For possessing the nonzero joint eigenvalue-1 eigenspace, it is crucial that two elements of S commute. The elements X (a)Z (b) and X (a )Z (b ) commute if and only if the two vectors (a|b) and (a |b ) satisfy χ(b · a − b · a ) = 1, where · is the dot product; see [7, Proposition 4] . We define the symplectic form on Z 2n m as:
Two vectors (a|b) and (a |b ) are considered orthogonal if and only if (a|b), (a |b ) a = 0. Therefore, if there is an additive code that is self-orthogonal with respect to the form , a , there exists a corresponding stabilizer code. We define the weight wt(g) of an element g in G n as the number of non-scalar tensor components of g. For (a|b) ∈ Z 2n m , the symplectic weight of swt(a|b) is defined as the number of indices i such that a i = 0 or b i = 0. It follows that swt(a|b) = wt(X (a)Z (b)). The next theorem builds a oneto-one correspondence between stabilizer codes and additive codes over Z m .
Theorem 1 [7, Th. 7] : An ((n, K , d)) Z m stabilizer code exists if and only if there is an additive code
In the following discussion, we focus only on the additive code C, which is a free submodule of Z 2n m .
III. QUANTUM GILBERT-VARSHAMOV BOUND OVER Z m
This section presents the GV bound for stabilizer codes over Z m . Let L denote the multiset
where C is a free submodule of Z 2n m . The elements of this multiset correspond to stabilizer codes with length n and dimension m k . Note that L is nonempty because there exists a code C of size m n−k that is generated by vectors of the form (a|0). The form of the generators ensures that C ≤ C ⊥ a . To show that an [[n, k, d] ] Z m stabilizer code exists, an alternative is to delete all sets in L that contain at least one vector with symplectic weight less than d. If L is not empty after these deletions, Theorem 1 indicates that there is an
Let K max be the maximum number of sets in L to which a nonzero vector of Z 2n m belongs. The GV bound can be summarized in the following theorem.
Proof: Any nonzero vector a ∈ Z 2n m appears in, at most, K max sets in L. Furthermore, a and its Z * m -multiples have the same symplectic weight and are contained in the exact same sets of L. If we remove all sets in L which contain at least one vector with symplectic weight less than d, we delete at most
If the number of sets to be deleted is smaller than |L|, then, L is not empty after the deletion process. Then,
We go one step further and consider the calculation of K max .
Definition 1: Define the ideal generated by vector a = (a 1 , . . . , a n ) t as
We say a vector generates the ideal (r) or with ideal (r) if and only if id(a) = (r).
Theorem 3: Any two vectors in Z 2n m that generate the same ideal appear in the same number of sets in L.
The following lemmas with proofs in the Appendix help with the proof of Theorem 3.
Lemma 1: The group operation of Sp(2n, Z m ) on the multiset L is transitive.
Lemma 2: 1) Every ideal of Z m is a principal ideal and has a generator r satisfying r|m.
, then the greatest common divisor (GCD) of a 1 , . . . , a n equals r, i.e., GCD(a 1 , . . . , a n ) = r. It is easy to verify that P is a symplectic matrix and that Pa = b. Based on the above lemmas, we now prove Theorem 3.
Proof of Theorem 3: For any two vectors a and b in Z 2n
m that generate the same ideal (r), there exists τ ∈ Sp(2n, Z m ) such that a = τ b according to Lemma 3. Therefore, a is contained in C ⊥ a \ C if and only if b is contained in element (τ C) ⊥ a \τ C of L. Therefore, we conclude that a and b appear in the same number of sets in L. Let K (r) denote the number of sets in L to which a vector with ideal (r) belongs. Theorem 3 reveals that
Then, the computation of K max becomes the calculation of K (r) .
Let (C ⊥ a \ C) (r) and (Z 2n m ) (r) be subsets of C ⊥ a \ C and
One has |L (r) | = |L|.
Proof: An inspection of Theorem 3 and Lemma 3 reveals that the symplectic group Sp(2n, Z m ) operates transitively on the multiset L (r) . This implies that any nonzero vector with ideal (r) occurs in
sets of L (r) , which completes the proof.
To obtain K max , it remains to calculate |(C ⊥ a \ C) (r) | and
The next two lemmas provide powerful tools. Lemma 5: Let R be any free submodule of Z 2n m with rank k. Define
Proof: The proof is given in the Appendix. Lemma 6: Let R be any free submodule of Z 2n m with rank k. Define 
where {g 1 , . . . , g i } ⊆ {e 1 , . . . , e s }. VOLUME 6, 2018 Proof: The proof is given in the Appendix. Example 2: For R = Z 2 12 , let us calculate the order |F 2 (2) |. The sub-ideal structure of Z 12 is showed in Fig. 1 . It follows that
Furthermore, proceeding in the same manner, we have
One can verify that these sets determine a partition of module Z 2 12 . Since C ⊥ a and C are free submodules of Z 2n m with ranks n + k and n − k, respectively, it follows that
In addition, |(Z 2n m ) (r) | = |F 2n (r) |. Combining this with (1), we obtain
We now finish the discussion of the GV bound. To sum up,
IV. ENHANCED GILBERT-VARSHAMOV BOUND
Although we have obtained the GV bound for stabilizer codes over Z m , this bound is not tight enough. Fortunately, if we focus on non-degenerate stabilizer codes, there is a better consequence. Let M denote the multiset that satisfies
where C is a free submodule of Z 2n m . The elements of M correspond to non-generate stabilizer codes with length n and dimension m k . Similarly, we try to delete all sets in M that contain at least one vector with a symplectic weight less than d.
Let M t (r) denote the subset of M such that each element in M t (r) contains at least one vector a satisfying id(a) = (r) and swt(a) = t. Then, our task is to delete the union
Based on the above definition, we have
Proof: Any setM ∈ M t (r) contains a vector a satisfying id(a) = (r) and swt(a) = t. Then, for any ideal (s) ⊆ (r), M contains the nonzero vector b = s r a becauseM is a free submodule. In addition, we know that id(b) = (s) and swt(b) ≤ swt(a), which implies thatM contains a vector with ideal (s) and a symplectic weight equal to or less than t. We then haveM ∈ . Therefore, we obtain
which proves the claim.
We now come to the calculation of |M t
We analyze the operation of Sp(2n, Z m ) on the multiset M (r) . This operation is a transitive group operation from the proof of Lemma 1. The transitive argument shows that a vector that generates the ideal ( 
Since vector a and its Z * m -multiples have the same symplectic weight and are contained in the exact same sets of M , then
Z m stabilizer code which is pure to d exists if the following condition is satisfied:
Proof: If we remove all sets in M that contain at least one vector with a symplectic weight less than d, we delete at most 
V. ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON
We now come to the analysis of the enhanced GV bound and show that it has an asymptotic form. Let δ = and then log n! = n log n − n + O(log n).
We rewrite the inequality (2) as
It is easy to verify that
Take log p i throughout and divide through by n to obtain
As n → ∞,
Hence, by using (3), we have
By using (4) and (5), we obtain that
The inequality (6) gives the asymptotical GV bound for stabilizer codes over Z m . From this bound, one can deduce that asymptotically good stabilizer codes over Z m exist. This is a remarkable statement since the existence of zero divisors VOLUME 6, 2018 in a finite ring makes it difficult to explicitly construct a asymptotically good code. In addition, since the inequality (6) must hold for i = 1, . . . , l. Hence, the asymptotical GV bound for stabilizer codes over Z m is decided by the smallest prime factor of m. Fig. 2 illustrates the asymptotical GV bound for stabilizer codes over Z m . One can see that the GV bound becomes closer to the Singleton bound as the increase of smallest prime factor of m. Note that the quantum Singleton bound holds for stabilizer codes over Z m since its proof replies only on the properties of additive groups; see [5, Corollary 28] . We omit the discussion of the Singleton bound here because it beyonds the scope of this paper. The ring Z m meets the prime field F m when m is a prime number. Then we can compare our result with existing bounds in [13] and [14] when m is a prime number. Let the code rate R be fixed. A comparison of achievable minimum distances is showed in Fig. 3 . One can see that our bound works better than the bound described in [14] and a little worse than the bound described in [13] . However, since our GV bound is suitable for arbitrary positive integer m, therefore it has a wider range of applications than other known GV bounds.
VI. CONCLUSION
An open problem is that whether there are good quantum codes for arbitrary quantum physical system. Hence, this paper focuses on stabilizer codes over Z m and presents the GV bound. The GV bound shows that surprisingly good quantum codes exist for any quantum physical system. We also prove that the GV bound has an asymptotical form, which implies asymptotically good quantum codes exist for arbitrary m. Furthermore, we compare the new GV bound with the known GV bound when m is a prime number. The experimental results reveal that the new GV bound also works well for quantum codes over prime fields. Note that our method of obtaining the enhanced GV bound can be used with any Frobenius ring by analyzing its ideals. Although we have demonstrated the existence of good stabilizer codes over Z m , how to construct stabilizer codes over Z m is still an open problem.
VII. APPENDIX PROOFS OF SOME LEMMAS A. PROOF OF LEMMA 1
Any C ⊥ a \ C ∈ L, C ⊥ a has a basis {a 1 , . . . , a n+k }, where {a 1 , . . . , a n−k } is a basis of C. Since the operator τ ∈ Sp(2n, Z m ) can be treated as a change-of-basis matrix, {τ a 1 , . . . , τ a n+k } and {τ a 1 , . . . , τ a n−k } are bases of τ C ⊥ a and τ C ⊥ , respectively. We have τ C ≤ τ C ⊥ a because τ is a symplectic operator. It follows that τ C ⊥ a \ τ C ∈ L. Hence, the operation Sp(2n, Z m ) on L is a group operation.
For another element C
has a basis denoted by {b 1 , . . . , b n+k }, where {b 1 , . . . , b n−k } is a basis of C 1 . Both bases {a 1 , . . . , a n+k } and {b 1 , . . . , b n+k } can be extended to obtain a symplectic basis of Z 2n m . Since any two symplectic bases can be related by a symplectic matrix, there exists τ ∈ Sp(2n, Z m ) such that τ a i = b i , where For an ideal I ⊆ Z m , let r ∈ I be the smallest element. If r|m, we write m = qr + s, where q and s are integers and s is in the range 0 ≤ s < r. We know s ∈ I because −qr ∈ I . Now, s is the smallest element in I , contrary to our hypothesis. Therefore, we conclude that r|m. Moreover, it can be shown that every element in I is a multiple of r by using division with remainder, which means that I is a principal ideal. This proves statement 1).
Statement 2) is straightforward.
It remains to show statement 3). Given s = GCD (a 1 , . . . , a n ), for i = 1, . . . , n, we know that a i ∈ (r). It follows that r|a i , which implies that r|s. However, s is the smallest positive linear combination of a 1 , . . . , a n . Thus, we obtain s|r. r is the smallest element of (r), according to Lemma 1, with r ≤ s. Thus, we conclude that s = r. This completes the proof.
C. PROOF OF LEMMA 3
Suppose that there exists a symplectic operator τ satisfying τ a = b. We have Since there is no nonzero element c such that cs = 0 or ct = 0, the vectors s and t are independent. In addition, any independent vector can be extended to obtain a symplectic basis. Because any two symplectic bases can be related by a symplectic matrix, there exists τ ∈ Sp(2n, Z m ) such that τ s = t. We obtain τ a = b. The claims holds.
D. PROOF OF LEMMA 5
Let {v 1 , . . . , v k } be a basis of R. ∀w ∈ R,
with a i ∈ Z m , i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. We call a = (a 1 , . . . , a k ) t the coordinate vector of w. We claim that the ideal generated by w is equal to id(a). Given w = (w 1 , . . . , w 2n ) t , if there is some element s ∈ id(w), then, s = Because there is a one-to-one correspondence between w and a, we obtain |{a|a ∈ R, id(a) ⊆ (r)}| = ( m r ) k .
The claim follows.
E. PROOF OF LEMMA 6
We have For any ideal (u) (r), we know that r|u and r = u. Because u|m, there exists a g i ∈ {e 1 , . . . , e s } satisfying rp g i |u. Thus, we obtain (rp g i ) ⊆ (u) and
According to the inclusion-exclusion identity, there is Therefore, the statement 
